1. Introduction {#se0010}
===============

Studying degraded document images is an important aspect of a character recognition (CR) system. Note that the CR of a poorly degraded document is a challenging task. Moreover, the study becomes more challenging when different types of noise are present in degraded documents. Note that several types of degradation, such as faint text, water-spilling, ink-bleed, fox, and non-uniform illumination, are found in ancient documents. Documents with poor retention process and the digitalization process could lead to degradation in document quality. However, a document can not only suffer from a single degradation type but also from any combinations of degradation types. [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"} shows ancient documents with combinations of degradation types. The document in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}a suffers from a combination of ink-bleed through, faint text, and yellowing background. The document in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}b suffers from a combination of faint text, low brightness, water spilling, and non-uniform illumination. Finally, the document in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}c suffers from a combination of low contrast, faint text, and uneven object. Note that binarization aims to extract significant information from a document\'s image. Identifying a method that can quickly and accurately binarize an image has received considerable interest from researchers. Moreover, several binarization techniques have been performed for resolving severe and complex degradation. These include traditional thresholding methods such as those reported by Otsu [@br0010], Niblack [@br0020], and Sauvola [@br0030] or hybrid methods such as those reported by Su [@br0040] and Nafchi [@br0050]. A thresholding based approach is the most straightforward binarization technique; however, it fails for binarizing documents that have severe and complex degradation. Some modified thresholding methods such as Bataineh [@br0060] and iNICK [@br0070] were proposed to enhance the binarization performance but issues still remain.Figure 1Examples of ancient documents suffering from combinations of degradation types. (a) Document suffering from a combination of ink-bleed through, faint text, and yellowing background. (b) Ancient Jawi document suffering from a combination of faint text, low brightness, water-spilling, and non-uniform illumination. (c) Document suffering from a combination of low contrast, faint text, and uneven object.Figure 1

Hybrid methods undergo several stages to binarize an image. Several binarization methods, such as Gatos [@br0080] and Lu [@br0090], use background estimation as a preprocessing step to remove the non-uniform background of the document; however, iterative processing is required to estimate the appropriate background. Su et al. [@br0040] proposed contrast construction to detect high contrast text and text boundary in a document; however, constrat construction encounters problem when show-through degradation exists. Moreover, an energy minimization-based binarization method was proposed [@br0100] that solves severe complex background using Laplacian energy minimization. Nevertheless, a high computational cost is incurred when processing documents with a complex background.

Ramirez-Ortegon et al. proposed an edge-based binarization method using a smoother pixel transition, i.e. transition pixel [@br0110]. Lelore and Bouchara improved the transition pixel method by reducing the number of existing parameters using two threshold values [@br0120]. The primary drawback of the edge-based technique is that it cannot distinguish between the text and the degradation contour such as hard water-spilling noise, furthermore, most hybrid methods incur a high computational cost for complex degradation.

Recently, binarization was performed using deep learning (DL); however, DL has two primary drawbacks: long processing time and ground-truth (GT) image availability. Processing time is vital when binarization becomes part of a framework such as optical character recognition (OCR). However, to produce a reasonable result, training the DL model using the GT of the target dataset is necessary [@br0130].

To summarize, existing techniques still have multiple drawbacks in terms both of performance and computational cost [@br0140]. Furthermore, combinations of degradation types on a single document still pose an issue in binarizing ancient documents [@br0050], which need to be addressed because old documents rarely suffer from only one degradation type. Preliminary studies have been conducted to binarize ancient Jawi documents. An ancient Jawi document is a form of Southeast Asian heritage that contains more information and knowledge compared to other heritages such as tombstone and calligraphic wall. As shown in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}b, many of these documents suffer from severe combined degradation. Existing methods, including the document image binarization contest (DIBCO) competition winner have poor performances in binarizing documents with such combined degradation.

In this study, our objective is to improve the performance of state-of-the-art methods for binarizing documents with severe combined degradation, particularly for ancient Jawi documents, and to propose a new binarization method for handling combined degradation on ancient documents based on histogram uniformity.

The proposed method comprises a new approach for improving degraded background to be uniform using histogram analysis; a new technique of improving contrast quality using histogram shifting and stretching; a novel local adaptive thresholding using a combination of local and global mean value; and an artifact removal stage.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section [2](#se0020){ref-type="sec"}, we present the proposed method. In Section [3](#se0070){ref-type="sec"}, we discuss the experimental setup. In Section [4](#se0080){ref-type="sec"}, we present the results and discussion. Finally, in Section [5](#se0120){ref-type="sec"}, we provide the conclusion of this study.

2. Proposed method {#se0020}
==================

In this section, a novel binarization method for binarizing ancient documents is proposed, which aims to address severe combined degradation in ancient documents. [Fig. 2](#fg0020){ref-type="fig"} shows the pipeline of the proposed method comprising four stages. The first stage is the histogram analysis of the document image, whereas the second stage is image contrast enhancement using contrast modification. Because the image contrast represents the background and the degradation dispersion of the image, there is a need to enhance the image contrast. The third stage is a thresholding process for extracting texts from the background. Finally, the fourth stage is artifact removal to remove unwanted small parts (artifacts) in the image.Figure 2Pipeline of the proposed method.Figure 2

2.1. Histogram analysis {#se0030}
-----------------------

Many pre-processing procedures have been proposed for improving binarization performance such as discrete cosine transform [@br0150], background estimation [@br0090], and contrast construction [@br0160]. In our proposed method, we performed histogram analysis to estimate how a pixel is deployed from an image. According to Moghaddam and Cheriet, the image of an ancient document can be assumed as a combination of several parts (layers) [@br0170], while Rabeux et al., assumed that an ancient document can be divided into three layers, i.e. text, noise, and background [@br0180]. In our proposed method, we assume that the histogram area of an ancient document is divided into five or nine layers, which we refer to as "segments" depending on the image condition. Generally, we divide the histogram into five segments: the first segment is the pixel that represents the text, the second segment is probably text, the third segment is an ambiguous area, the fourth segment represents probably background, and the last segment represents the background pixel. However, if the pixel is spread on the segment near the background, we divide the histogram into nine segments to anticipate pixels that should be considered text but are present in the background segment. We performed experiments on all documents in the dataset by dividing the histogram into seven and nine segments; moreover, we identified that the most appropriate number of segments is nine. We assigned the first and the last segments of the histogram as the text and the mean value of the image, respectively. Note that each segment was separated by a threshold value, and the number of the segment was determined by Eq. [(1)](#fm0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$N_{a} = \begin{cases}
9 & {\text{if}\ \mu(x,y) \geq K_{lb}\ AND} \\
 & {\ Mo(x,y) \geq K_{lb}\ AND\ \widetilde{\mu}(x,y) \geq K_{lb}} \\
5 & \text{otherwise} \\
\end{cases}$$ where $N_{a}$ is the number of the segment, $\mu(x,y)$, $Mo(x,y)$ and $\widetilde{\mu}(x,y)$ are the mean, mode, and median values of the image intensity, respectively and $K_{lb}$ is a factor for detecting background condition.

We conducted experiments on document images whose histograms are dominated by the background pixels. We found that the most appropriate value for $K_{lb}$ in Eq. [(1)](#fm0010){ref-type="disp-formula"} is 192, which was determined by performing experiments on different types of standard testing documents whose pixel values dominated the background area. The threshold value of the first segment ($F_{seg}$) and the last segment ($L_{seg}$) are determined as $F_{seg} = \frac{I_{max} - I_{min}}{N_{a}} + I_{min}$ and $L_{seg} = I_{max} - \frac{I_{max} - I_{min}}{N_{a}}$, respectively, where $I_{max}$ and $I_{min}$ are the maximum and minimum image intensities, respectively. The first step of histogram analysis is to assign the image pixel into the decided segment based on Eq. [(2)](#fm0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$I^{\prime}(x,y) = \begin{cases}
0 & {\text{if}\ f(x,y)\quad\text{in}\ F_{seg}} \\
{\mu(x,y)} & {\text{if}\ f(x,y)\quad\text{in}\ L_{seg}} \\
{f(x,y)} & \text{otherwise} \\
\end{cases}$$ where $f(x,y)$ is the original document image and $I^{\prime}(x,y)$ is the segmented image. Then, to achieve a uniform intensity, we assigned the rest of the pixels according to Eq. [(3)](#fm0030){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$I_{final}^{\prime}(x,y) = \begin{cases}
{\mu(x,y)} & {\text{if}\ I^{\prime}(x,y)\  \geq \mu(x,y) - \frac{\sigma}{2}\ AND} \\
 & {I^{\prime}(x,y)\  < \mu(x,y) + \frac{\sigma}{2}} \\
{I^{\prime}(x,y)} & \text{otherwise} \\
\end{cases}$$ where $I_{final}^{\prime}(x,y)$ is the final segmented image obtained after histogram analysis and *σ* is the image standard deviation. By assigning the mean value of the pixel in the range of $- \frac{\sigma}{2}$ to $+ \frac{\sigma}{2}$, this process results in a histogram with a uniform middle segment, which makes binarization easier. [Fig. 3](#fg0030){ref-type="fig"} shows histogram analysis by performing Eqs. [(2)](#fm0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(3)](#fm0030){ref-type="disp-formula"}. In [Fig. 3](#fg0030){ref-type="fig"}, the dark area of the document is set to be uniform using Eq. [(2)](#fm0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}; however in [Fig. 3](#fg0030){ref-type="fig"}b the bright area of the document is set to be uniform using Eq. [(3)](#fm0030){ref-type="disp-formula"}.Figure 3Illustration of histogram analysis for (a) a document with combination of degradation types (b) after applying Eq. [(2)](#fm0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} and (c) after applying Eq. [(3)](#fm0030){ref-type="disp-formula"}.Figure 3

2.2. Contrast enhancement {#se0040}
-------------------------

The next step of the proposed method is to enhance the contrast quality of an image; the procedure is described by Eq. [(4)](#fm0040){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$I_{con}(x,y) = \begin{cases}
A & {\text{if}\ \mu(x,y) \geq T_{c}\ AND} \\
 & {Mo(x,y) \geq T_{c}} \\
{B + \frac{3}{2} \times \sqrt{3 \times \sigma}} & \text{otherwise} \\
\end{cases}$$ where $I_{con}(x,y)$ is the result obtained after contrast enhancement, $T_{c}$ is a threshold value for separating the contrast enhancement procedure, and *A* is described by Eq. [(5)](#fm0050){ref-type="disp-formula"}. If $\mu(x,y) \geq T_{c}$ and $Mo(x,y) \geq T_{c}$, we stretched the histogram pixel $\geq T_{c}$ to the left side to obtain a uniform contrast for the image result. Based on our experiments, we found that $T_{c} = 190$ leads to the best contrast quality.$$A = \begin{cases}
{B + \frac{3}{2} \times \sqrt{3 \times \sigma}} & {\text{if}\ \frac{NPt}{NPb} > 0.5} \\
{I_{final}^{\prime}(x,y)} & \text{otherwise} \\
\end{cases}$$ where *NPt* is the number of pixels in the first segment, *Nbt* is the number of pixels in the last segment, and $B = \frac{255}{I_{max} - I_{min}} \times I_{final}^{\prime}(x,y) - I_{min}$ [@br0190]. Based on Eq. [(5)](#fm0050){ref-type="disp-formula"}, if the ratio of the number of pixels in the text segment and the number of pixels in the background segment is ≥0.5, the image histogram needs to be stretched to make it uniform. After contrast enhancement, the document image is binarized in the next stage.

2.3. Local adaptive thresholding {#se0050}
--------------------------------

To extract text from a document, we proposed a novel local adaptive thresholding to handle the remaining non-uniform illumination part not fixed by the previous stages. The new local threshold is given in Eq. [(6)](#fm0060){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$T = m_{adaptive} + k\sqrt{\sigma + \beta\frac{m_{window}^{2}}{\sigma}}$$ where *σ* is the image standard deviation, *β* is an adaptive factor set in the range of 0--30, and $m_{adaptive}$ is an adaptive mean value that can be defined as follows:$$m_{adaptive} = \frac{m_{global} + m_{window}}{2}$$ where $m_{global}$ is the mean value of the image and $m_{window}$ is the mean value of the local window. Based on our experiments, we found that the most appropriate local window is 21 x 21 pixels; moreover, *k* is defined as follows: [@br0070]$$k = - \frac{\sigma}{(255 - \frac{3}{2}\sigma)}$$ while *σ* is the standard deviation of the image window. After binarization, the unwanted object is removed in the removing artifact stage.

2.4. Removing artifacts {#se0060}
-----------------------

Most thresholding methods detect artifacts along the foreground. The artifacts could affect the binarization performance because they are recognized as false negatives (unexpected black pixels). In the removing artifact stage, we applied a connected component approach to remove the artifacts with ≤25 connected pixels. This value of artifact size is selected based on our experiments specific to the ancient Jawi and DIBCO dataset; other artifact sizes can be selected for other documents.

3. Experimental setup {#se0070}
=====================

We conducted experiments on five datasets. Four are public dataset, i.e. DIBCO 2013 [@br0200], HDIBCO 2014 [@br0210], HDIBCO 2016 [@br0220], and PHIBD 2013 [@br0230], while one is a private Jawi dataset (Jawi1-Jawi7), which is a collection of ancient Jawi documents with severe degradation. One of the challenges for analyzing ancient Jawi documents is that they usually suffer from combinations of degradations such as faint text, water-spilling, dark, and non-uniform illumination background as shown in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}b. The implementation algorithm of the proposed method is described as follows:

**Step 1:** Obtain a document image.

**Step 2:** Convert the image to grayscale.

**Step 3:** Analyze the image histogram using Eqs. [(1)](#fm0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(2)](#fm0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(3)](#fm0030){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

**Step 4:** Enhance the image contrast using Eq. [(4)](#fm0040){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

**Step 5:** Filter the image using median filtering.

**Step 6:** Binarize the image using Eq. [(6)](#fm0060){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

**Step 7:** Remove existing artifacts.

**Step 8:** Result of the binarization process.

The proposed method was compared with state-of-the-art binarization methods including the winner of the DIBCO competition. In the experiment, we compared the Proposed I method (the proposed method without contrast enhancement step) and the Proposed II method (the proposed method with contrast enhancement step) with the Multi-Grid-based Sauvola (MG-Sauvola) method [@br0240]; Lu\'s method (Lu), the winner of the DIBCO 2009 competition [@br0090]; Su\'s method (Su), the winner of the handwritten (DIBCO) 2010 competition [@br0040]; FAIR method (FAIR), the extended version of the DIBCO 2011 winner [@br0120]; Howe method (Howe), the winner of the HDIBCO 2012 competition [@br0100]; the winner of the HDIBCO 2016 (WH16) [@br0220]; the Ramirez-Ortegon (Ramirez) method [@br0110], [@br0250]; the Bataineh method [@br0060] (our implementation); and the phase-based method [@br0050] (our implementation).

In the experiment, we evaluated [(1)](#fm0010){ref-type="disp-formula"} the quality of the binarized image and [(2)](#fm0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} the running time. The quality of the binarized image was measured qualitatively (visual) and then quantitatively using evaluation metric from the DIBCO competition including F-measure (FM), pseudo-F-measure (FMps), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), misclassification penalty metric (MPM), and distance reciprocal distortion (DRD) [@br0260], [@br0270], [@br0280]. The source implementation of these evaluation metrics is available in Ref. [@br0290].

F-measure (FM) is the harmonic mean of recall and precision, which is defined as follows:$$F - measure = 2 \times \frac{RC \times PR}{RC + PR}$$ where recall $({RC}) = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}$ and precision $({PR}) = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}$.

FMps is based on the skeleton of both binarized and GT image and is defined as follows:$$FMps = 2 \times \frac{RCps \times PR}{RCps + PR}$$ while pseudo-recall (RCps) is defined as follows:$$RCps = \frac{\sum\limits_{x = 1,y = 1}^{x = M,y = N}SG(x,y).B(x,y)}{\sum\limits_{x = 1,y = 1}^{x = M,y = N}SG(x,y)}$$ where SG is the skeleton of the GT image and B is the skeleton of the binarized image. PSNR measures the similarity between the GT and resulting images such that high PSNR value represents good binarization result. It is defined as follows:$$PSNR = 10\log(\frac{C^{2}}{MSE})$$ where C is the difference between the foreground and the background and MSE is defined as: $MSE = \frac{1}{MN}\sum_{x = 1}^{M}\sum_{y = 1}^{N}{(I(x,y) - I{(x,y)}^{\prime})}^{2}$. Note that MPM evaluates the object around the GT boundary image such that a low MPM value represents good binarization result. It is defined as follows:$$MPM = \frac{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{F_{N}}d_{FN}^{i} + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{F_{P}}d_{FP}^{i}}{2D}$$ DRD evaluates the visual distortion of a binary image. It is defined as follows:$$DRD = \frac{\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{S}DRD_{k}}{NUBN}$$ where NUBN is the number of non-uniform 8 x 8 blocks in the GT image, and $DRD_{k}$ is defined as: $DRD_{k} = \sum\limits_{i = - 2}^{2}\sum\limits_{j = - 2}^{2}GT_{k}(i,j) - B_{k}(x,y)W_{NM}(i,j)$.

4. Results and discussion {#se0080}
=========================

4.1. Qualitative result {#se0090}
-----------------------

[Figs. 4](#fg0040){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#fg0050){ref-type="fig"}, and [6](#fg0060){ref-type="fig"} show binarization result of degraded ancient documents. [Fig. 4](#fg0040){ref-type="fig"} compares qualitative results for image PR6 from the DIBCO 2013 dataset. PR6 is a document image that suffers from hard ink-bleed, faint text, and yellowing background degradations. We determined that the Proposed I and Proposed II methods produced better visual binarization results compared to other methods. The MG-Sauvola method produced results similar to the proposed method, while other methods produced poor binarization results. [Fig. 5](#fg0050){ref-type="fig"} compares qualitative results for image HW6 from the HDIBCO 2014 dataset. HW6 is a document image that suffers from low contrast, faint text, and uneven object degradations. We determined that the proposed method, the Howe method, and the HDIBCO 2016 winner produced better results compared to other methods. However, the MG-Sauvola, Lu, Bataineh, Su, and Ramirez methods were not able to extract the text properly.Figure 4Binarization result of the image in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}a using the following methods: (a) GT; (b) Proposed I; (c) Proposed II; (d)MG-Sauvola; (e) Lu; (f) Bataineh; (g) Su; (h) Howe; (i) Ramirez; (j) FAIR; (k) Nafchi; and (l) WH16.Figure 4Figure 5Binarization result of the image in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}c using the following methods: (a) GT; (b) Proposed I; (c) Proposed II; (d) MG-Sauvola; (e) Lu; (f) Bataineh; (g) Su; (h) Howe; (i) Ramirez; (j) FAIR; (k) Nafchi; and (l) WH16.Figure 5Figure 6Binarization result of the image in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}b using the following methods: (a) GT; (b) Proposed I; (c) Proposed II; (d) MG-Sauvola; (e) Lu; (f) Bataineh; (g) Su; (h) Howe; (i) Ramirez; (j) FAIR; (k) Nafchi; and (l) WH16.Figure 6

[Fig. 6](#fg0060){ref-type="fig"} compares qualitative results for a Jawi image. We found that the Proposed II method produced a binarized image that was most similar to the GT image. The Proposed I and Su methods produced result comparable to the Proposed II method but they extracted more artifacts. The Ramirez, the winner of HDIBCO 2016, and FAIR methods produced poor results and failed to extract several parts of the text. Hence, we can conclude that the proposed method had oustanding performance for different combined degradations such as water-spilling, faint character, and non-uniform intensity.

These results confirm that the proposed method can handle several types of combined degradations. In particular, histogram analysis successfully changed the histogram of the image into a uniform distribution, while local adaptive thresholding successfully changed pixels in a non-text segment to be uniform and binarized. The histogram segmented the text appropriately, such that only pixels in the first segment were assigned as text.

4.2. Quantitative result {#se0100}
------------------------

[Table 1](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"}, [Table 5](#tbl0050){ref-type="table"} show quantitative results for the DIBCO 2013, HDIBCO 2014, HDIBCO 2016, PHIBD, and private Jawi datasets, respectively. From [Table 1](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}, the Proposed I method obtained FM, FMps, PSNR, DRD, and MPM values of 89.73, 93.89, 18.94, 3.50, and 1.57, respectively; while the Proposed II method obtained 89.41, 94.15, 18.87, 3.51, and 1.45, respectively. The results show that the Proposed II method obtained the best values for FMps and MPM, while the Howe method obtained better value for FM, PSNR, NRM, and DRD. [Table 2](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"} shows that the proposed method had slightly lower performance than the Howe method and the winner of HDIBCO 2016. [Table 3](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"} shows that the proposed method obtained the best values for FM, PSNR, DRD, and MPM; however, the Ramirez method obtained the best value for FMps. [Table 4](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"} shows that the Proposed I method obtained FM, FMps, PSNR, DRD, and MPM values of 91.47, 93.00, 19.64, 2.85, and 2.08 respectively. Moreover, the table shows that the Proposed I method obtained the best value for DRD, while the Ramirez method obtained better value for FM, FMps, PSNR, and MPM. [Table 5](#tbl0050){ref-type="table"} shows that the proposed methods obtained better results in term of all evaluation metrics. The Proposed I method obtained FM, FMps, PSNR, and DRD values of 91.52, 93.54, 15.77, and 3.26, respectively, which were the highest among all methods, while the Proposed II method obtained an MPM value of 2,95, which was the highest among all methods.Table 1Comparison of the performance of different methods on the DIBCO 2013 dataset.Table 1MethodsFMFMpsPSNRDRDMPMMG-Sauvola84.1089.3317.894.851.98Lu87.0888.0318.754.273.2Bataineh77.8181.2715.2115.0918.33Howe**91.34**91.79**21.293.18**3.55Su87.7088.1519.594.213.02Ramirez90.4392.9419.323.913.32FAIR90.7891.4720.543.593.35Nafchi90.4190.9919.443.472.08WH1691.2691.8221.21**3.18**3.53Proposed I89.7393.8918.943.501.57Proposed II89.41**94.15**18.873.51**1.45**Table 2Comparison of the performance of different methods on the HDIBCO 2014 dataset.Table 2MethodsFMFMpsPSNRDRDMPMMG-Sauvola87.7090.9018.044.040.72Lu91.0891.6419.713.080.96Bataineh87.3289.0217.754.572.32Howe**96.49**97.38**22.24**1.080.33Su94.3895.9420.311.950.33Ramirez92.2694.3819.722.610.36FAIR96.1496.7321.881.25**0.29**Nafchi93.3596.0519.452.19--WH1696.38**97.39**22.11**1.070.29**Proposed I93.5495.7020.252.010.90Proposed II93.1196.0319.512.070.77Table 3Comparison of the performance of different methods on the HDIBCO 2016 dataset.Table 3MethodsFMFMpsPSNRDRDMPMMG-Sauvola87.5490.7417.964.744.80Lu84.4492.0417.330.122.29Bataineh82.0884.0815.4710.007.92Howe87.4792.2818.055.359.30Su84.7588.9417.645.644.61Ramirez88.23**92.73**18.444.173.58FAIR88.5092.5118.314.273.32Nafchi88.1191.1718.004.38--WH1687.6192.4018.115.218.70Proposed I**91.06**92.36**19.293.381.86**Proposed II90.7892.4319.133.461.96Table 4Comparison of the performance of different methods on the PHIBD dataset.Table 4MethodsFMFMpsPSNRDRDMPMMG-Sauvola87.2189.0918.729.205.21Lu87.9591.0718.354.610.96Bataineh82.8284.5316.6712.649.17Howe90.9792.9119.293.031.94Su88.2188.8218.275.442.65Ramirez**93.1194.6920.27**3.07**1.74**FAIR71.3872.3914.7311.252.34Nafchi92.2694.0020.154.08--WH1689.8491.5619.093.152.39Proposed I91.4793.0019.64**2.85**2.08Proposed II91.3992.8819.602.942.08Table 5Comparison of the performance of different methods on the Jawi dataset.Table 5MethodsFMFMpsPSNRDRDMPMMG-Sauvola90.3192.5015.354.988.80Lu85.1788.1313.816.173.70Bataineh87.0490.9514.377.158.14Howe83.4384.8813.037.217.75Su85.9884.7814.047.276.32Ramirez77.5579.2213.969.757.15FAIR80.8980.9011.699.009.97Nafchi85.8089.2513.647.2015.86WH1680.1081.6312.847.4814.98Proposed I**91.5293.5415.773.26**3.12Proposed II91.0893.4415.633.34**2.95**

[Table 6](#tbl0060){ref-type="table"} shows the average results of different methods across all experimental datasets. The table shows that the proposed methods had better performances than the other methods; in particular, they were more effective and efficient in handling different type of degradations in a degraded document. The Proposed I method performed better than other methods in terms of the average results. However, the Howe method obtained a PSNR value similar to the Proposed I method. Moreover, the Proposed I method achieved better performance than the Proposed II method. Nevertheless, the Proposed II method still achieved better performance than the other methods. For example, for FM, the Proposed I method obtained a value of 91.46, which was the best result, while the Proposed II method obtained a value of 91.03 which was the second best result. Furthermore, the Howe method, which was obtained better performance among the comparison methods, only obtained a value of 89.94 that was worse than the proposed methods. Another example is for DRD, where the Proposed I method obtained a value of 3.00, which was the best result, while the Proposed II method obtained a value of 3.05, which was the second best result. Moreover, the Howe method, which was obtained better performance among the comparison methods, only obtained a value of 3.97 that was worse than the proposed methods. Hence, we can conclude that the proposed methods showed superior performances than the other methods.Table 6Comparison of the average results of different methods across the datasets.Table 6MethodsFMFMpsPSNRDRDMPMMG-Sauvola87.3790.5117.595.564.30Lu86.9390.8517.504.611.95Bataineh83.4185.9715.899.899.18Howe89.9491.85**18.78**3.974.57Su88.2089.3217.974.903.39Ramirez88.3290.7918.344.703.23FAIR85.5486.8017.435.873.85Nafchi88.8590.7717.984.233.41WH1689.4691.3718.664.124.42Proposed I**91.4693.7018.783.00**1.91Proposed II91.0393.6318.493.05**1.87**

4.3. Running time {#se0110}
-----------------

In the experiment, we calculated the processing time of the proposed methods and the Bataineh, Su, Howe, and Nafchi methods. The experiment was conducted on quad-core Intel Core i5 with a 2.40 GHz processor and a 4.0 GB RAM. We estimated the computational speed processing on three datasets: the DIBCO, PHIBD, and Jawi datasets, and presented the result as a cumulative value in [Table 7](#tbl0070){ref-type="table"}. The proposed I method obtained a computational processing time of 16.91 ms, which was the fastest, while the Howe method obtained 171.52 ms, which was the slowest. From [Table 7](#tbl0070){ref-type="table"}, the Bataineh and Su methods had similar speed as the proposed method but they had lower quantitative performances than the proposed method. The Nafchi and Howe methods had speeds ten times slower than the proposed method, although they had similar quantitative performances as the proposed method. Hence, we can conclude that the proposed method was more efficient and effective in binarizing severely degraded ancient documents, particularly for documents that suffer from combinations of degradations.Table 7Comparison of the running times of different binarization methods on the DIBCO, PHIBD, and Jawi datasets.Table 7DatasetDIBCOPHIBDJawiAverageBataineh59.7299.2810.3356.44Su27.5126.223.0418.92Nafchi209.77189.5120.55139.94Howe250.02239.1425.39171.52Proposed I**24,9723.302.4916.91**Proposed II26,7524.962.6718.12

5. Conclusion {#se0120}
=============

In this study, we proposed a novel binarization method that handles severe combined degradations in ancient documents. The proposed method comprised the following four stages: histogram analysis, contrast enhancement, local adaptive thresholding, and artifact removal. The proposed method was tested on four public i.e., the DIBCO 2013, HDIBCO 2014, HDIBCO 2016, and PHIBD datasets, and one private dataset, i.e., the Jawi dataset. The average results confirmed that the proposed method had outstanding performances in binarizing single documents suffering from several degradation types. The performances improved compared to methods derived from winners of various binarization competitions. Moreover, the processing time of the proposed method was faster than those of four other benchmarking methods. This fast processing time was crucial when the method is combined with other applications such as OCR or GT creator.
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